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Fixed-quality compression of remote sensing
images with neural networks

Sebastià Mijares i Verdú, Marie Chabert, Member, IEEE, Thomas Oberlin, Member, IEEE,
and Joan Serra-Sagristà, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Fixed-quality image compression is a coding
paradigm where the tolerated introduced distortion is set by
the user. This paper proposes a novel fixed-quality compression
method for remote sensing images. It is based on a neural
architecture we have recently proposed for multirate satellite
image compression. In this paper, we show how to efficiently
estimate the reconstruction quality using an appropriate sta-
tistical model. The performance of our approach is assessed
and compared against recent fixed-quality coding techniques and
standards in terms of accuracy and rate-distortion, as well as with
recent machine learning compression methods in rate-distortion,
showing competitive results. In particular, the proposed method
does not introduce artefacts even when coding neighbouring areas
at different qualities.

Index Terms—Remote sensing, Data compression, Neural net-
works, Neural network applications, Optical data processing.

I. INTRODUCTION

DOWNLINK capacity is one of the key bottlenecks for
remote sensing missions to this day. Limited downlink

capacity restricts how much data can be captured by these
missions, and thus how often can images be sensed or how
many spectral bands can be recorded [1]. In turn, given
the limited lifespan of satellites, especially that of smaller
NewSpace missions, there is great interest in obtaining as
much data as possible in the duration of the mission [2]. Data
compression allows for more data to be transmitted through
highly demanded channels, and it will become more and more
crucial in remote sensing.

Lossless compression is the first choice for any mission,
but, to meet the high demands placed on compression systems,
lossy compression is often considered in remote sensing [3],
[4], [5], [6]. Lossy compression can greatly reduce data
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volumes, at the cost of having reconstructions not identical to
the original data. Controlling the loss of information recorded
by the mission is critical for the final users, and thus is a key
barrier to the adoption of lossy codecs which operate by min-
imising a rate-distortion trade-off [7]. An intermediate solution
to this problem is near-lossless compression, another paradigm
in between lossless and lossy compression where some loss
is allowed within a preset error bound [8]. Near-lossless
compression is generally concerned with pixel-by-pixel error,
and it may be generalised to other distortion metrics [8].
Beyond having prior control of the quality at which the image
is compressed, another concern is the uniformity of quality
across regions in the image. Fixed-quality compression aims
to compress at a user-defined quality requirement measured
locally across the image. To that end, it allocates more bits
to more complex regions of the image [9]. Quality may be
measured by any distortion metric. Since some metrics are
calculated over a certain region -such as Mean Square Error
(MSE)-, when talking about local quality, we may consider
the measurement of that quality within some reasonably-
sized region. Near-lossless compression can be also seen as
fixed-quality compression under the metric of Peak Absolute
Error (PAE). Given a maximum error, a near-lossless codec
compresses the image with a bounded PAE on a pixel by pixel
basis.

In this paper we are specifically interested in using MSE or
Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) as the metrics, measured
across the entire image, or in blocks of pixels. In particular,
to compress an image so that each p × q-pixel region is
reconstructed at a given MSE/PSNR. The region size p × q
is user-given, and may include setting a single region for the
entire image.

Fixed-quality compression in Earth Observation is an in-
dustry need that has been investigated in recent years, with
proposals based on CCSDS standards. Camarero et al. [9]
and Blanes et al. [10] proposed a rate-allocation method for
the wavelet-based CCSDS 122.0-B-1 to estimate the bitrate
at which to encode block segments of the image so that the
resulting segments are recovered at a desired quality, measured
by the MSE.

Meanwhile, the most recent breakthrough in image com-
pression has been the introduction of neural networks, partic-
ularly in the last 6 years [11], [12], [13], [14], [15]. Machine
learning (ML)-based codecs have widely surpassed established
conventional methods such as JPEG 2000 in lossy compression
of natural images [12], [13], [16], [14], [17] and remote
sensing data [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], and
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are the state of the art in those fields. The most successful
methods, introduced in 2017, rely on autoencoders [11], [26].
These methods jointly optimise neural network transforms,
made of an encoder and a decoder, with respect to rate and
distortion [15]. This basic setup can be further expanded by
introducing a side network called the hyperprior that extracts
context information from the latent representation to im-
prove coding performance [12], [13]. Following this paradigm,
state-of-the-art architectures have grown increasingly complex,
using -among other developments- residual blocks instead
of plain convolutional layers, and more sophisticated prior
distributions and contexts for the arithmetic coder [14], [17].

Some key challenges to the practical adoption of ML-based
codecs in remote sensing are computational complexity and
variable-rate compression. Both have been addressed by recent
proposals that surpass current standards such as JPEG 2000
and CCSDS-122 in lossy compression [20], [24], [25], and
some methods have already been implemented for use in
space such as in the Φ-sat-2 mission [27]. To the best of our
knowledge, however, no proposals have been made on using
neural networks for fixed-quality compression.

In this paper, a novel method for fixed-quality compression
using neural codecs is proposed. Our method is based on
reduced-complexity architectures proposed for onboard fixed-
rate lossy compression and is, to the best of our knowledge, the
first fixed-quality compression method using neural networks.
We show that the proposed method can accurately compress
at the desired quality, at rates highly competitive with stan-
dards currently in use in particular with methods with which
fixed-quality compression has been carried out. Moreover, the
desired quality can be achieved for multiple-sized regions of
the image.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section II
discusses compression standards and methods to implement
fixed-quality compression, and proposed ML architectures for
onboard data compression. In Section III the proposed method
is described, and its experimental merits are presented in
Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper with a
discussion of our findings.

II. RELATED WORK

This contribution follows on two distinct fields of research:
fixed-quality compression for remote sensing data, and the us-
age of neural networks in image compression, with a particular
focus on lightweight architectures for onboard application in
both cases. Subsection II-A describes the current standards
used in remote sensing lossy and near-lossless compression,
and how these have been used for fixed-quality compression.
Subsection II-B presents image compression using neural
networks, application to remote sensing data and onboard
considerations.

A. Onboard compression standards and fixed-quality compres-
sion

There are three main standards in lossy and near-lossless
remote sensing image compression: JPEG 2000 [28], CCSDS
122.1-B-2 [29], and CCSDS 123.0-B-2 [30]. The first is a lossy

Fig. (1) Architecture used for the proposed method, based
on the proposal from [24].

–and lossless– codec standard based on the Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT). The CCSDS 122.1-B-2 is another DWT-
based lossy (and lossless) codec, similar to JPEG 2000, that
introduces some modifications in order to reduce operational
complexity. This standard is also in use in several ESA
missions in implementations such as ESA’s own CCSDS
Wavelet Image COMpression (CWICOM) [31]. Attending to
the complexity limitations, reduced-complexity DWT-based
codecs are used in missions such as ESA’s Copernicus Sentinel
2 and CNES’s Pléiades. Finally, the CCSDS 123.0-B-2 stan-
dard describes a predictor-based codec that allows for lossless
and near-lossless compression, distributed for remote-sensing
missions under ESA’s software SHyLoC [32].

As described in the introduction, there are two fixed-quality
compression methods [9], [10] based on the CCSDS 122
standard. Both contributions estimate the rate or bit plane
stopping point for the encoding process such that the recon-
struction achieves a given quality. We thus compare the rate-
distortion performance of our method against CCSDS 122 and
JPEG 2000 as the reference standards. Observe that the rate-
distortion performance of CCSDS 122 in fixed-quality mode
should be similar or inferior to that of CCSDS 122 used in
conventional mode. Similar to these contributions and to our
own but in the realm of lossless compression, a variety of
models have been developed to predict the rate of compression
of remote sensing data achieved by a given method [33].
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(a) Original (left), reconstruction (centre), and difference (right).

(b) Zoom-in of the original (left), reconstruction (centre), and difference (right).

Fig. (2) Simulated Pléiades image compressed using minimum quality on the left half and maximum quality on the right
half, resulting in 1.2 bps compression and an overall quality of 38.1 dB PSNR (© CNES 2024).

B. Image compression using neural networks

Contributions by Ballé et al. introducing autoencoders [11],
and later Variational Autoencoders (VAE) with a hyperprior
network [12] have been a breakthrough in lossy image com-
pression, and similar techniques have since become the state of
the art in the field. Autoencoders used in compression are neu-
ral networks with two main parts: an encoder and a decoder.
The encoder (more specifically the analysis transform) maps
the input image into a latent representation, which is quantised
and entropy-coded as the compressed image. To perform this
entropy coding, most proposals use a hyperprior, which is
a secondary network (also an autoencoder) which takes the
latent representation as input to produce side information
which can be decoded to obtain context information parame-
ters for the aritmetic coding of the latent representation. The
decoder performs the opposite operation to that of the encoder,
applying a synthesis transform to the latent representation to
produce the reconstructed image. These neural networks are
all jointly trained to minimise a rate-distortion trade-off loss
function:

L = R(ỹ) + λD(x, x̂), (1)

where R(ỹ) is the compression rate of the latent representation

y with some differentiable substitute for quantisation (adding
uniform noise, soft quantisation, or one of other variants) [15],
D(x, x̂) is the distortion between the original image, x, and
the reconstruction x̂, and λ is a constant regulating the rate-
distortion trade-off.

Neural network codecs have generally improved on the
state of the art performance for natural image compression
at the cost of an increasing computational complexity [34].
This has been achieved by introducing elements to the overall
VAE framework detailed above such as residual blocks in the
main transforms [14], more sophisticated entropy models to
more efficiently encode the latent representations [13], [14],
[35], and a variety of attention modules and mechanisms [36],
[37]. While this may be computationally viable for regular
compression applications on land, especially if GPUs can
be used, this is a significant limitation if these compression
techniques were to be deployed in low-power remote sensing
platforms such as satellites. To that end, recent works have
proposed reduced-complexity variants of these methods for
remote sensing image compression, with complexities viable
to be used on board [20], [24].
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C. Modulated networks for variable bitrate

Classically, in the rate-distortion trade-off (1), the λ param-
eter is a constant value set before training. The model is thus
optimised for a specific trade-off that leads to different rates
for different input images. Modulation has been successfully
applied to these architectures to make them capable of com-
pression at multiple rates [38], [16], [24]. In general terms,
it consists in a secondary network (the modulation network),
which maps a parameter (in this case, λ) into an array of
weights that are then used to scale the outputs of one or more
layers in order to produce a different output. In the realm
of multirate compression specifically, it has been found that
modulating only in the latent layer can achieve practically the
same rate-distortion results as the equivalent fixed-rate mod-
els, even in reduced-complexity architectures [38], [24]. Our
proposed method uses the reduced-complexity multirate codec
from [24], depicted in Figure 1. In the original architecture,
variable rate is achieved by modulation: a lightweight side
network maps the λ parameter into a scaling or modulation
mask M with same size as the latent representation. Each pixel
of M then multiplies the respective pixel of the latent repre-
sentation before quantisation. In the decoder, the dequantised
latent representation is pixel-wise divided by this mask. The
scaling or modulation allows to adapt the quantisation step to
reach a given rate-distortion trade-off using a neural network
trained for another trade-off without training it again.

In [24], modulation has been used to achieve fixed-rate
compression: each image is compressed at a user-defined bit
rate, using a specific λ parameter obtained by binary search.
However, this binary search strategy is impractical to achieve
fixed-quality compression. Indeed, at each step of the binary
search the reconstructed image quality would have to be
derived which would require to apply the decoder each time.
This is far too computationally costly to be done in practice.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

As introduced at the end of the previous section, the
proposed fixed-quality compression method is based on the
modulated architecture from [24]. We note that, by using
different scaling factors for different areas in the image, these
areas can be compressed at different qualities to obtain a
predefined rate or, alternatively, at different rates to target
a predefined quality. This is the main principle underlying
the proposed method. Figure 2 illustrates the impact of the
scaling factor on the image quality: the usage of different
scaling factors in different areas of the image leads to different
reconstruction qualities, both visually and quantitatively in
terms of MSE.

The parameter λ allows to reach a rate-distortion trade-off
on the whole training set. This parameter does not guarantee
a given rate and a given distortion for each input image
individually. For a given image, the obtained rate and dis-
tortion will depend on its characteristics. Note also that the
synthesis transform is not the exact inverse of the analysis
transform. The reconstruction error measured by MSE has a
minimum value, denoted as MSE0(x), for each image x which
varies significantly from one image to another. Nonetheless,

we have identified linear and quadratic relations between the
parameter λ and the reconstruction error. These relations can
be associated to the proposed architecture, considering the
number of layers and non-linearities used to derive the main
transforms and the modulation vector. In this paper, these
relations are obtained empirically.

On the one hand, the relation between the modulation mask
magnitude, M̄ = ∥M∥1

n , and λ is essentially linear for various
models, as shown in Figure 3. Note this does not mean that
every individual pixel of the mask, Mi, varies linearly with
λ. On the other hand, for any given image, the reconstruction
MSE increases quadratically with the inverse of M̄ (and thus
with the quantisation step size), as also shown in Figure 3.

Fig. (3) Relationship between the parameter λ and the
modulation mask magnitude M̄ in the Pléiades model (left)
and between the modulation mask magnitude M̄ and the
reconstruction MSE by our models on several Pléiades images
individually, where each curve corresponds to a different
image (right).

This relation is, furthermore, proportional to the baseline
reconstruction loss, MSE0(x), for a given image. As a result,
we can propose the following model for the MSE of a given
image x as a function of parameter λ:

ˆMSE = MSE0 +αMSE0
1(

2M̄(λ)
)2 , (2)

where α is derived by regression from a subset of the training
set. Similarly, due to the aforementioned linear relation be-
tween the parameter λ and the magnitude of the modulation
mask M̄, we can find the regression coefficients a, b such that:

M̄(λ) = aλ+ b. (3)

Combining (2) and (3), we can produce the following
function to obtain what parameter λ̂ to use to encode an image
at a target MSE, denoted as ˆMSE:

λ̂ =
1

a

√√√√ αMSE0(x)

4
(

ˆMSE−MSE0(x)
) − b

 . (4)

Derived from (4), the outline of the proposed method is
as follows: using a model as those from [24] trained for the
intended data source, a λ can be estimated to compress the
image at the target MSE denoted ˆMSE. Furthermore, this λ
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can be adjusted, not only globally, but regionally, in blocks
of down to 16×16 pixels to target different MSEs on these
blocks.

The array of λ produced is an array of 32-bit floating point
values, 256 times smaller than the original image (spatially),
and must be transmitted as side information to the decoder
for reconstruction. This side information corresponds to an
additional 0.125 bits per sample (bps) if raw transmitted. To
reduce this side information, the proposed method includes
quantisation of the λ’s into 8-bit integer values using

Q =
⌊
255

λ− λmin

λmax − λmin

⌉
, (5)

where λmin and λmax are the minimum and maximum values
of λ used in the training of the model. Quantisation in Equation
(5) can be reversed using

λ̂ =
(λmax − λmin)Q

255
+ λmin. (6)

Using this quantisation of the λ array, the volume of the
side information required is now only 0.03125 bps.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed method has different aspects to be assessed:
(i) whether it is competitive with fixed-quality compression
and lossy compression standards and other ML methods in
terms of rate-distortion performance; whether the proposed
fixed-quality method is accurate in compressing at (ii) a global
target quality and at (iii) a local quality with various-sized
blocks; and finally (iv) whether the proposed method intro-
duces any artefacts upon visual inspection of the images. To
evaluate these different aspects, four data sets of various char-
acteristics are selected; they are described in section IV-A. We
have used several test models –trained for the previous datasets
on quality accuracy–, listed in section IV-B. Rate-distortion
performance is evaluated in section IV-C, where we also
evaluate our method on an additional dataset for comparison
with recent ML remote sensing data compression techniques.
Some of the reconstructed images are visually inspected to
compare the local with the global fixed-quality compression
in section IV-D. Our implementation is available in an open
GitHub repository https://github.com/smijares/mcos2024/.

A. Data sets and models

The general validity of the proposed method is assessed
using four different remote sensing data sets:

1) 12-bit simulated panchromatic Pléiades images of 50 cm
resolution. A total of 96 images are used in training and
32 images in testing, all with size 820 × 820. For this
dataset, we use λ ∈ [10−5, 10−3] in the model’s training.

2) 16-bit L1-processed Landsat 8 OLI images with 30 m
spatial resolution, taking frame by frame 7 non-
panchromatic bands [39]. A total of 3,584 images are
used in training and 1,280 in testing, all with size
512× 512. For this dataset, we use λ ∈ [10−6, 5 · 10−4]
in the model’s training.

3) 16-bit AVIRIS calibrated scenes, taking frame by frame
all the 224 spectral bands [40]. The images are of 30 m
resolution. A total of 180 scenes are used for training
and 20 scenes for testing, with size 512× 512. For this
dataset, we use λ ∈ [10−5, 5 · 10−3] in the model’s
training.

4) 16-bit AVIRIS uncalibrated scenes, taking frame by
frame all the 224 spectral bands [41]. The images are of
30 m resolution. A total of 5 scenes are used for training
and testing with size 512×512. For this dataset, we use
λ ∈ [10−6, 10−4] in the model’s training.

5) 8-bit RGB images of the DOTA v1.0 set [42]. This data
set is only used to compare the rate-distortion perfor-
mance of our model to state-of-the-art ML compression
methods. The set contains 1,403 images for training and
935 images for testing, all of varying sizes.

These data sets are the same as those used in [24] as well as
a small set of AVIRIS uncalibrated data to show the proposed
method still holds for data before calibration and the DOTA
v1.0 dataset for reference with recent proposed methods in
rate-distortion. A model is trained for each of the data sets
using N = 64 and M = 192 as the numbers of filters, as
well as an additional model using N = 128 and M = 384
for higher bitrates for the DOTA v1.0 data set. The resulting
regression coefficients for fixed-quality compression are as in
Table I, calculated as described in Section III.

TABLE (I) Regression coefficients for fixed-quality com-
pression.

Data set α a b
Pléiades 23.39 2,620.50 0.78
Landsat 638.84 16,956.00 11.50
AVIRIS calibrated 35.91 1,146.00 2.26
AVIRIS uncalibrated 206.61 62,764.60 2.37

B. Quality accuracy

To assess the accuracy of the proposed models in terms
of fixed-quality compression, blocks of 64× 64, 32× 32, and
16×16 pixels are used, as well as the global prediction results.
For each data set, a target MSE is set for all images. Every
image is transformed, the MSE0 of each block is measured,
finding the necessary λ̂ using Equation (4) for each block, and
the image is compressed using the resulting array of λ̂. The
image is then decompressed, and the full MSE, as well as that
for each block, is measured.

For the Pléiades data set the target quality was set to 40 dB
PSNR, or 1,677.7216 MSE. For the Landsat 8 data set the
target quality was set to 62 dB PSNR, or 2,709.5 MSE. For
the AVIRIS data sets, the target quality was different for each
of the bands, as, due to the large variability among them, there
was no viable common MSE. Instead, for each band, the target
MSE was set to 1.3×MSE0 of that band for calibrated data,
and to 1.5 × MSE0 of that band for uncalibrated data. Note
that the target MSE was therefore uniform for all blocks in
any given band.

Figure 4 shows the histogram of differences between the
target PSNR and the one obtained in reconstruction by the
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Fig. (4) Differences between the target PSNR and the obtained PSNR for each block in test images when using local fixed-
quality compression (blue) or global fixed-quality compression (red).

models at varying prediction block sizes for each of the data
sets. Bin sizes for those histograms are 0.1 dB, so we have bins
(−0.05 dB, 0.05 dB], (0.05 dB, 0.15 dB], etc.. For reference,
those also show the difference in PSNR across the same block
sizes when the images are compressed using a global PSNR
target rather than a local block-by-block target. It is clear from
these histograms that, in comparison with using a global fixed-
quality, the proposed local fixed-quality method recovers the
local blocks accurately at the target PSNR, with differences
with the target being greatly concentrated around 0 dB at all
block sizes.

Table II shows the mean block-wise reconstruction target
error by block size and data set, and the standard deviation
thereof. The proposed method is less accurate as block size
decreases, and the differences between target and actual re-
construction quality are also more spread out as the block
size decreases. This is as could be expected: the statistical
model makes less accurate predictions when given a smaller
context, as outlier features can be more dominant (i.e., take
up more pixels relative to the size of that context). The
offset of our predictions being slightly conservative in PSNR
can be attributed to the relation between MSE and PSNR,
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(a) 64× 64 block PSNR errors comparison.

(b) 32× 32 block PSNR errors comparison.

(c) 16× 16 block PSNR errors comparison.

Fig. (5) Differences between the obtained PSNR and the tar-
get PSNR (35.71 dB) using fixed global quality (left) and fixed
local quality (right) for each block in an example Pléiades
image. Note that a positive error means the reconstruction
quality was above the set target (© CNES 2024).

since PSNR(MSE+ε) − PSNR(MSE) > PSNR(MSE) −
PSNR(MSE−ε) for a fixed deviation ε > 0.

The AVIRIS uncalibrated scenes present a clearly different
distribution from the other data sets, attributed to the usage
of a much smaller number of scenes in both training and
testing. The distribution is clearly bimodal, indicating there
are two ”main” classes of images (and blocks), for which our
prediction coefficients take an average, thus underpredicting
in one class, and overpredicting in the other. Nonetheless, we
may observe how, in numerical terms, our predictions are more
accurate for this data set than for the others in both mean of
the prediction and standard deviation of the errors distribution.

(a) 64× 64 block PSNR errors comparison.

(b) 32× 32 block PSNR errors comparison.

(c) 16× 16 block PSNR errors comparison.

Fig. (6) Differences between the obtained PSNR and the
global/target PSNR using the Cheng 2020 architecture [14]
(left) and our proposed fixed local quality (right) for each
block in an example Pléiades image. Since the Cheng 2020
architecture does not allow to adjust the compression rate or
quality continuously, the target PSNR is set to the overall
PSNR obtained for the image. Note that a positive error means
the reconstruction quality was above the set target (© CNES
2024).

TABLE (II) Mean error in PSNR quality prediction by block
size. Average and standard deviation.

Block size Pléiades Landsat AVIRIS AVIRIS uncal.
Global 0.11; 1.44 -0.21; 0.69 -0.10; 0.56 0.03; 0.76
64× 64 0.51; 2.77 0.42; 0.99 0.26; 1.23 -0.01; 0.96
32× 32 0.63; 3.17 0.43; 1.10 0.38; 1.41 -0.03; 1.01
16× 16 0.81; 3.72 0.43; 1.19 0.50; 1.67 -0.04; 1.09
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Fig. (7) Rate-distortion performance of our models and ref-
erence standards on Pléiades, Landsat 8 OLI, and AVIRIS
(calibrated and uncalibrated) datasets.

Fig. (8) Rate-distortion performance of our model, the refer-
ence standards, and the Zhang et al. 2024 [25] and the Cheng
et al. 2020 [14] models.

Figure 5 shows the block-wise prediction error in a specific
example image when compressed with a fixed global quality
and when compressed using local quality at different block
sizes. Clearly, the target qualities were far more accurate
when using localised quality as opposed to using a flat global
quality, as was indeed shown in general in the previous
histograms. Figure 6 shows a similar block-wise prediction
error to Figure 5, where our fixed-quality compression method
is compared to the Cheng 2020 architecture [14]. Again, it
is shown how compressing at a local fixed-quality achieves
homogeneous MSE results than the alternative.

C. Rate-distortion performance

Figure 7 shows the rate-distortion performance of our pro-
posed models in comparison with JPEG 2000 and CCSDS 122,
as well as the expected PSNR curves of our models at the
different λ used. As expected from [24], our models clearly
surpass both standards in this regard. Furthermore, our PSNR
predictions are less than 1 dB off from the actual quality
obtained on average for all data sets except for the AVIRIS
uncalibrated data set at some lower bitrates. This difference
can be attributed due to the small data set available, which is
then more susceptible to specific differences between images
taking great effect.

Rate results in fixed-quality compression achieved by our
models are identical to those obtained in the regular rate-
distortion curve, as also shown on Figure 7. Having no
downside in the rate results by varying the size of prediction
blocks, the trade-off in block-size choice is in MSE accuracy:
as discussed in Subsection IV-B, using larger blocks makes
each block individually more accurate. However, using smaller
blocks one can expect the reconstruction to allocate higher
quality to smaller ”complex” regions, and the overall PSNR
(as opposed to the average of block-wise PSNR) to be closer
to the target PSNR.

As a comparison with recent published ML methods, we
train and evaluate our model for the DOTA v1.0 dataset [42]
and compare with a recent state-of-the-art codec for remote
sensing images using results published for said data [25] and
with a widely referenced and publically avaliable state-of-the-
art model [14], [43]. Results, depicted in Figure 8 show our
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Fig. (9) Zoom-in of a Pléiades image compressed at a global fixed-quality (left) and at a local 16 × 16-block fixed-quality
(right) with a compression target PSNR of 37.47 dB (© CNES 2024).

Fig. (10) Zoom-in of a Pléiades image compressed at a global fixed-quality (left) and at a local 16× 16-block fixed-quality
(right) with a compression target PSNR of 37.47 dB. Original is (© CNES 2024).

model matches the published performance of the Zhang 2024
architecture at lower rates and widely surpasses their proposal
at rates approaching 1 bps, while the Cheng 2020 architecture
surpasses both at the available rates. Furthermore, it must be
noted that both comparison methods are subtantially more
computationally complex than our own, and neither allow
continuous adaptation of bitrates as our own proposal.

D. Visual inspection
A central aim of fixed-quality compression from the final

users’ perspective is to allocate more bits to more ”complex”
regions of the image, so that the reconstruction of said regions
is more accurate. To assess whether some of those more
complex regions are indeed being better recovered when using
local MSE prediction as opposed to global MSE prediction, an

image is compressed using (a) a global MSE target and using
(b) the same MSE target in 16 × 16 blocks. Figure 9 shows
an example of how local prediction can better recover some
of the features in the images: the original image contains a
road bridge across a large body of water that encompasses the
full image. That contrast between the water and land features
of the image is exploited by local fixed-quality compression
to produce a far better reconstruction of the image: compared
to global fixed-quality compression, the bridge edges are far
less noisy and the elements in the road (the dashed line, most
notably) are well preserved only when using local fixed-quality
compression at this rate/quality. Figure 10 shows another
section of this scene involving vegetation at the water’s edge.
The global fixed-quality reconstruction produces visible noise
artefacts on the water areas at the edge of the vegetation, which
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Fig. (11) Zoom-in of a Pléiades image compressed at a global fixed-quality (left) and at a local 16× 16-block fixed-quality
(middle) with a compression target PSNR of 37.47 dB, with the original image (right) for reference (© CNES 2024).

Fig. (12) Visual example of decompressed image and spe-
cific zoom area presented in [25]. This image was compressed
at 0.096 bps (0.28 bpp) obtaining a reconstruction quality of
29.65 dB PSNR.

local fixed-quality compression does not produce.
Figure 11 provides yet another example, there of a forested

area in France. The contrast between the vegetation regions of
the image and the bright clear ones of roads, paths and agricul-
tural fields give local fixed-quality compression an advantage
over global fixed-quality compression. In particular, consider
the elements by the path at the top of the image, highlighted in
a red box. While the local fixed-quality reconstruction recovers
them all, the global fixed-quality reconstruction obscures the
identification of some of these elements. These small element-
wise differences are of key importance for a high-precision
mission such as Pléiades whose purpose is precisely to capture
features at this scale for civilian and security purposes.

For completion, we also make a visual inspection of the
results obtained by our models in the DOTA set using the same

image and detail region as in [25]. Figure 12 shows an image
decompressed using our model at 0.096 bps (or 0.28 bpp), for
which the obtained quality was 29.65 dB PSNR. Results for
the specific example image, both quantitatively and visually,
are similar to those presented for the model in [25], shown in
Figure 13, and in line with the overall rate-distortion results
shown in Figure 8.

V. CONCLUSION

A fixed-quality compression method for remote sensing
data using ML is proposed, in which the reconstruction
quality is estimated from the contents of the image before
compression. This proposed method is shown to be generally
accurate in compression at a target MSE, set globally or
locally on various-sized regions when evaluated on several
sources of remote sensing data, including uncalibrated data
as is captured by the sensor. A trade-off exists between the
target region’s size and fixed-quality accuracy: the smaller
the region, the lower the accuracy in predicting reconstruction
quality. The rate-distortion performance of the proposed fixed-
quality method is identical to that of using a homogeneous λ
for the whole image, thus no trade-off in compression ratio
needs to be considered to use this method. The proposed
fixed-quality compression method is particularly beneficial in
images where high-frequency features or textures are on top
of low-frequency backgrounds. For a given compression rate,
by allocating different qualities to those contrasting elements,
the proposed method allows a better reconstruction of the
high-frequency ones. Furthermore, the method is shown to
produce smooth reconstructions, without artefacts appearing
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Fig. (13) Visual example of decompressed image and specific zoom area as presented in [25]. Values in each subfigure
correspond to the referenced bpp, PSNR, MS-SSIM, LPIPS of compression with each method.

between regions compressed at different qualities, even when
there is high contrast between those qualities. The method
does increase the computational complexity of the encoding
process, however, as the main inverse transform needs to be
applied in order to calculate the baseline MSE for the quality
adjustment.
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